SOP BB/ Air Rifle Range Range

General Information:
• Shooting at the range begins at 8:00 am.
• Registration opens at 7:15 am. And closes down approximately 2:00pm.
• All participants must sign in at the range by 12:00 or they will not be able to compete. Shooters can sign in, leave, and return later to pick up their targets. But they take their targets, they must stay at the range and prepare to shoot that discipline.
• This range is for:
  BB       Air Sport Rifle       Air Target Rifle
      Air Pistol will be at same location, different designated area.
• The participant needs to make sure they put their label (or write the information) on the back, top right corner of each target.
• All targets, pens, binder clips, blank labels and legal pads will be provided at the range.

REGISTRATION
• There will be a couple of table under the shelter.
• BB uses the AR 4/10 Target; Air Rifle uses the AR5/10 target. Use the "S" stamp to mark the Sport Targets.
• These targets should be sorted by three targets for each 4Her and clipped together.
• All BB/Air Rifle Shooters will report to your registration table.
• Ask the participant what they are shooting and give them the targets for that event (3 per event) 4Her representatives, such as parents, coaches or agents may register the 4Her and pick up their targets. When they are getting ready for a relay, someone from the range will come down to the gate and take the shooters that are there and ready into the staging area, up to the number of available spots.
• Remind 4Her or representatives to place label or write in info on back of target. The label requirements will be posted for all to see.
• When 4Her arrives ready to shoot, with targets and equipment, have them sign in on Relay List for their event. If they are shooting BB and Air Rifle, they need to sign in more than one time.
• When a round is completed, someone from the range will bring you the completed targets.
• Staple at the top the completed targets for each shooter together in the order of prone, sitting/kneeling, standing. Attempt to keep the piles sorted in BB, Air Rifle Sport, Air Rifle Target.
• Place targets in bag provided and Target Runner will be around to collect the targets.
**LI NEMAN**

- put up and take down the targets with provided staple gun
- monitor the shooters for safety issues
- ensure shooters are using legal shooting positions (including not going over the firing line with any body parts)
- assist shooters who have problems with their rifles (jamming, malfunctioning ammunition, etc.)
- take note and verify cross fires when they and bring to Range Officer’s attention.

**RANGE ASSISTANT**

- When the Range Officer is ready for relay, you will come down to the gate and take the shooters that are there and ready into the staging area, up to the number of available spots.
- When a round is completed, the Range Asst will take the completed targets back to Registration Volunteers.

**Label Information:**
Name
Age Group
County
Registration Number
Discipline (BB Rifle, Air Sport Rife, Air Target Rifle)
Position (Prone, Sitting/Kneeling, Standing)